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Abstract		27	

Eukaryotic	transcription	activation	domains	(ADs)	are	intrinsically	disordered	polypeptides	that	28	

typically	interact	with	coactivator	complexes,	leading	to	stimulation	of	transcription	initiation,	29	

elongation	and	chromatin	modifications.	Here	we	examine	the	properties	of	two	strong	and	30	

conserved	yeast	ADs:	Met4	and	Ino2.	Both	factors	have	tandem	ADs	that	were	identified	by	31	

conserved	sequence	and	functional	studies.	While	AD	function	from	both	factors	depends	on	32	

hydrophobic	residues,	Ino2	further	requires	key	conserved	acidic	and	polar	residues	for	optimal	33	

function.	Binding	studies	show	that	the	ADs	bind	multiple	Med15	activator	binding	domains	34	

(ABDs)	with	a	similar	order	of	micromolar	affinity,	and	similar	but	distinct	thermodynamic	35	

properties.	Protein	crosslinking	shows	that	no	unique	complex	is	formed	upon	Met4-Med15	36	

binding.	Rather,	we	observed	heterogeneous	AD-ABD	contacts	with	nearly	every	possible	AD-37	

ABD	combination.	Many	of	these	properties	are	similar	to	those	observed	with	the	yeast	38	

activator	Gcn4,	which	forms	a	large	heterogeneous,	dynamic,	and	fuzzy	complex	with	Med15.	39	

We	suggest	that	this	molecular	behavior	is	common	among	eukaryotic	activators.		40	

	41	

Introduction	42	

Transcription	activators	play	essential	roles	in	gene	regulation	and	regulation	of	activator	43	

function	is	often	the	endpoint	of	many	signaling	pathways,	serving	to	modulate	transcription	in	44	

response	to	developmental	pathways,	growth,	stress,	and	other	environmental	signals	(1,	2).	45	

The	targeting	of	multiple	activators	in	different	combinations	to	gene	regulatory	regions	leads	46	

to	diverse	patterns	of	gene	regulation.	Activators	can	enhance	RNA	Polymerase	II	transcription	47	

through	binding	to	coactivator	complexes	such	as	Mediator,	SAGA,	TFIID,	Swi/Snf	and	NuA4,	48	

complexes	that	contact	the	basal	transcription	machinery	and/or	function	to	modify	chromatin	49	

(3,	4).	Most	eukaryotic	activators	contain	separate	DNA	binding	and	transcription	activation	50	

domains	(ADs)	(3,	5).	Unlike	DNA	binding	domains,	which	are	usually	structurally	ordered,	51	

eukaryotic	ADs	are	intrinsically	disordered,	lacking	a	stable	structure	(6-10).		52	

	53	

Many	types	of	intrinsically	disordered	proteins	bind	their	targets	via	short	linear	motifs,	3-10	54	

residue	sequences	that	function	as	recognition	sites	for	enzymes	such	as	kinases,	acetylases	or	55	
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methylases	or	as	substrates	for	peptide	binding	domains	such	as	SH2,	SH3	and	14-3-3	domains	56	

(11-14).	In	contrast,	different	ADs	have	little	primary	sequence	similarity,	although	they	are	57	

often	enriched	for	acidic,	proline	and	glutamine	residues	(15,	16).	At	least	part	of	this	sequence	58	

bias	is	due	to	overrepresentation	of	these	residues	in	intrinsically	disordered	proteins	(17).	59	

Known	ADs	vary	in	length	from	a	~5	residue	sequence	motif	to	nearly	100	residues	(18-20).	60	

Mutations	created	within	ADs	have	shown	that	their	function	can	be	remarkably	resistant	to	61	

mutagenesis,	although	hydrophobic	and	sometimes	acidic	residues	are	critical	for	activity	(3,	62	

21).		63	

	64	

One	of	the	best	characterized	activators	is	yeast	Gcn4,	a	transcription	factor	that	activates	a	65	

large	set	of	genes	in	response	to	metabolic	stress	(22),	(23).	Gcn4	contains	tandem	acidic	ADs	of	66	

unrelated	sequence	and	interacts	with	the	coactivators	Mediator,	SAGA,	NuA4,	TFIID,	and	67	

Swi/Snf	(6,	18,	19,	24-30).	Binding	of	Gcn4	to	the	Mediator	tail	module	subunit	Med15	occurs	68	

via	multiple	heterogeneous	interactions	between	the	tandem	ADs	and	up	to	4	activator-binding	69	

domains	(ABDs)	on	Med15	termed	KIX,	ABD1,	ABD2	and	ABD3	(27,	28).	The	measured	70	

individual	binding	interactions	are	dynamic	with	half-lives	on	the	low	millisecond	timescale	(6).	71	

Combined	biochemical	and	structural	analysis	showed	that	the	interaction	between	Gcn4	ADs	72	

and	Med15	is	“fuzzy”	as	Gcn4	binds	to	the	Med15	activator-binding	domains	in	multiple	73	

orientations	(6,	18)	and	the	fuzzy	nature	of	this	complex	is	conserved	upon	interaction	of	the	74	

tandem	ADs	with	full	length	Med15.	This	binding	mechanism	can	explain	how	many	activators	75	

bind	multiple	unrelated	targets	using	a	variety	of	AD	sequences.	In	contrast,	several	well-76	

characterized	activators	are	known	from	structural	studies	to	bind	their	targets	using	a	different	77	

mechanism	that	utilizes	a	higher	affinity	and	more	specific	protein-protein	interface	(7,	8,	31,	78	

32).		79	

	80	

To	explore	whether	other	activators	have	properties	similar	to	Gcn4,	we	used	molecular,	81	

genetic,	and	biochemical	approaches	to	characterize	two	strong	yeast	activators,	Met4	and	82	

Ino2.	Both	factors	have	tandem	acidic	ADs	that	are	moderately	conserved	in	closely	related	83	

yeasts	but	have	primary	sequences	that	are	unrelated	to	each	other	and	to	Gcn4.	Despite	these	84	
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sequence	differences,	Met4,	Ino2,	and	Gcn4	have	similar	function	in	transcription	activation	85	

assays,	require	Med15	for	activation	of	Mediator	Tail	dependent	promoters,	and	both	ADs	bind	86	

Med15	activator-binding	domains	with	low	micromolar	affinities.	These	and	other	results	87	

suggest	that	Gcn4,	Met4	and	Ino2	use	a	similar	strategy	to	bind	Mediator	that	involves	a	large,	88	

dynamic	and	fuzzy	protein	interface.		89	

	90	

Methods	91	

Strains	and	Plasmids	92	

All	yeast	strains	and	primary	plasmids	used	in	this	work	are	listed	in	Table	S1.	93	

	94	

Cell	growth	assays	and	measurement	of	steady	state	mRNA	levels	95	

Yeast	strains	were	grown	in	duplicate	to	an	OD600	of	0.5–0.8	in	2%	(wt/vol)	dextrose	synthetic	96	

complete	Ile-Val-Leu	medium	at	30	°C.	Cells	were	induced	with	0.5	μg/mL	SM	for	90	min	to	97	

induce	amino	acid	starvation	(27)	,	RNA	was	extracted	and	assayed	in	triplicate	by	RT-98	

quantitative	PCR,	and	the	results	were	analyzed	as	described	(27).		99	

	100	

Quantitation	of	in	Vivo	AD-Gcn4	Levels	101	

Cells	(1.5	mL)	from	the	cultures	used	for	the	above	mRNA	analysis	were	pelleted	and	incubated	102	

in	0.1M	NaOH	for	5	minutes	at	room	temp.	Cells	were	then	pelleted	and	resuspended	in	1×	103	

lithium	dodecyl	sulfate	sample	buffer	(Life	Technologies)	containing	50	mM	DTT	and	treated	104	

and	analyzed	as	previously	described	(18).	105	

	106	

Protein	purification.		107	

All	proteins	were	expressed	in	BL21	(DE3)	RIL	E.	coli.	Med15	constructs	were	expressed	and	108	

purified	as	described	in	Tuttle	et	al.	(20).	Ino2	1-41-(GS)3-96-160	((GS)3	is	the	linker:	GSGSGS)	109	

and	Met4	72-160	constructs	were	expressed	as	N-terminal	His6-SUMO-tagged	proteins	110	

(Invitrogen).	Cells	were	lysed	in	50	mM	HEPES	pH	7.0,	500	mM	NaCl,	40	mM	Imidazole,	10%	111	

glycerol,	1	mM	PMSF,	5	mM	DTT	and	purified	using	Ni-Sepharose	High	Performance	resin	(GE	112	

Healthcare).	Proteins	were	eluted	in	50	mM	HEPES	pH	7.0,	500	mM	NaCl,	500	mM	Imidazole,	113	
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10%	glycerol,	1	mM	PMSF,	1	mM	DTT.	Purified	SUMO-tagged	proteins	were	concentrated	using	114	

10K	MWCO	centrifugal	filters	(Millipore),	diluted	10x	in	50	mM	HEPES	pH	7.0,	500	mM	NaCl,	40	115	

mM	Imidazole,	10%	glycerol,	1	mM	PMSF,	5	mM	DTT,	and	digested	with	SUMO	protease	for	3-5	116	

hrs	at	room	temperature	using	~1:800	protease:protein	ratio.	Cleaved	His6-Sumo	tag	was	117	

removed	using	Ni-Sepharose.	Peptides	were	further	purified	by	chromatography	on	Source	15Q	118	

(GE	Healthcare)	using	a	50-350	mM	NaCl	gradient.	To	remove	residual	SUMO	tag	in	the	sample	119	

due	to	co-elution	on	Source	15Q,	Ino2	peptides	were	purified	over	SUMO-1(CR)	resin	120	

(Nectagen)	and	collected	in	the	flow	through.	All	proteins	were	further	purified	using	size	121	

exclusion	chromatography	on	Superdex	75	10/30	(GE	Healthcare).	Proteins	used	in	fluorescence	122	

polarization	and	isothermal	titration	calorimetry	were	eluted	in	20	mM	KH2PO4,	pH	7.5,	200	123	

mM	KCl.	Proteins	used	in	crosslinking-Mass	spectrometry	(CL-MS)	were	eluted	in	PBS	pH7.2.	124	

The	concentration	of	the	purified	proteins	was	determined	by	UV/Vis	spectroscopy	with	125	

extinction	coefficients	calculated	with	ProtParam	{Gasteiger:2005hs}.	126	

	127	

FP	and	ITC	binding	experiments		128	

Ino2	1-41-(GS)3-96-160	and	Met4	72-160	used	in	fluorescence	polarization	were	labeled	with	129	

Oregon	Green	488	dye	(Invitrogen)	as	described	in	(27).	FP	measurements	were	conducted	130	

using	a	Beacon	2000	instrument	as	described	in	(27),	with	concentrations	of	Med15	spanning	0-131	

200	µM	(ABD3)	or	0-125	µM	(ABD123,	KIX	+	ABD123).	FP	data	was	analyzed	using	Prism	7	132	

(Graphpad	Software,	Inc.)	to	perform	non-linear	regression	analysis	using	the	one-site	total	133	

binding	model	Y=Bmax*X/(Kd+X)	+	NS*X	+	Background	where	Y	equals	arbitrary	polarization	134	

units	and	X	equals	Med15	concentration.	135	

	136	

ITC	titrations	were	performed	using	a	Microcal	ITC200	Microcalorimeter	in	20	mM	KH2PO4,	pH	137	

7.5,	200	mM	KCl	as	described	in	(6).	The	following	protein	concentrations	were	used:	Med15	6-138	

90	(79.7	µM)	vs.	Ino2	1-41-(GS)3-96-160	(1.32	mM);	Med15	6-90	(79.7	µM)	vs.	Met4	72-160	139	

(1.27	mM);	Med15	158-238	(111	µM)	vs.	Ino2	1-41-(GS)3-96-160	(2.59	mM);	Med15	158-238	140	

(117	µM)	vs.	Met4	72-160	(1.27	mM);	Med15	277-368	(113	µM)	vs.	Ino2	1-41-(GS)3-96-160	141	

(1.32	mM);	Med15	277-368	(59.7	µM)	vs	Met4	72-160	(732	µM);	Med15	484-651	(111	µM)	vs.	142	
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Ino2	1-41-(GS)3-96-160	(1.32	mM);	Med15	484-651	(119	µM)	vs	Met4	72-160	(1.12	mM).	The	143	

following	parameters	were	the	same	for	all	runs:	cell	temperature	22°C,	reference	power	11	144	

µcal/sec,	initial	delay	120	sec,	stir	speed	1000	rpm,	injection	spacing	180	sec,	filter	period	5	sec,	145	

and	injection	rate	0.5 µl/sec.	Activator	was	added	over	16	injections	(injection	1	=	0.4	µl,	146	

injections	2-16	–	2.55	µl).	Calorimetric	data	were	plotted	and	fit	with	a	single	binding	site	model	147	

using	Origin	7.0	software	(Microcal).	148	

	149	

	150	

EDC	crosslinking	and	MS	sample	preparation	151	

50	µg	of	Med15	1-651	D239-272,	D373-483	(KIX	+	ABD123)	was	mixed	with	3x	molar	excess	of	152	

Ino2	1-41-(GS)3-96-160	or	Met4	72-160.	Samples	were	incubated	with	15	mM	(Met4)	or	10	mM	153	

(Ino2)	EDC	and	2	mM	Sulfo-NHS	(Thermo	Scientific)	in	50	µl	total	volume	PBS	pH7.2	(Met4)	or	154	

150	µl	total	volume	PBS	pH	6.5	for	2	hours	at	room	temperature.	Proteins	were	processed	for	155	

MS	analysis	similarly	to	described	in	Tuttle	et	al	(20).	Protein	samples	were	reduced	with	50	156	

mM	TCEP	and	denatured	with	8	M	urea	at	37°C	for	15	min.	The	samples	were	then	alkylated	in	157	

the	dark	at	37°C	with	15	mM	iodoacetamide	for	1	hour.	The	samples	were	then	diluted	10-fold	158	

with	100	mM	ammonium	bicarbonate	and	digested	with	Glu-C	(20:1	w/w)	over	night	at	37°C.	159	

Samples	were	then	digested	with	trypsin	(1:15	w/w)	overnight	at	37°C.	Digested	samples	were	160	

purified	by	C18	chromatography	(Waters),	eluted	in	80%	acetonitrile	0.15	trifluoroacetic	acid,	161	

and	dried	in	a	speedvac.	162	

	163	

	164	

MS	and	data	analysis	165	

EDC–cross-linked	peptides	were	analyzed	on	a	Thermo	Scientific	Orbitrap	Elite	at	the	166	

Proteomics	facility	at	the	Fred	Hutchinson	Cancer	Research	Center	and	data	were	analyzed	as	167	

described	in	(33).	Spectra	were	manually	evaluated	using	the	COMET/Lorikeet	Spectrum	Viewer	168	

(Trans-Proteomic	Pipeline)	as	described	in	(33).	169	

	170	

Results	171	
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	172	

Mediator	tail-dependence	of	transcription	activators		173	

As	a	first	step	in	exploring	the	mechanism	of	yeast	ADs	in	comparison	to	Gcn4,	we	tested	the	174	

activity	and	coactivator	dependence	of	several	previously	characterized	transcription	factors.	175	

Segments	from	7	transcription	factors	with	published	AD	function	were	fused	to	the	N-terminus	176	

of	the	Gcn4	central	region	linker	+	Gcn4	DNA	binding	domain	(Gcn4	residues	124-281)	and	177	

tested	for	activation	of	two	Gcn4-dependent	promoters:	ARG3	and	HIS4	(both	TATA-containing	178	

–	defined	as	TATAWAW	(34)).	The	expression	of	these	AD-Gcn4	derivatives	was	from	low	copy	179	

ARS,	CEN-containing	plasmids	under	control	of	the	Gcn4	regulatory	region	with	˜1	kb	DNA	180	

upstream	from	the	Gcn4	ORF	containing	all	known	Gcn4	transcription	and	translational	181	

regulatory	regions.	The	regions	of	these	factors	tested	for	function	were:	Met4	residues	1-160	182	

(35);	Ino2	residues	1-160	(36);	Pdr1	residues	901-1068	(37);	Hap4	residues	321-490	(38);	Gal4	183	

residues	840-881	(39,	40);	Rtg3	residues	1-250	and	375-486	(41).	Fusion	proteins	contained	a	C-184	

terminal	triple	Flag	epitope	tag	to	monitor	protein	expression	(18).	Gcn4	synthesis	and	activity	185	

is	induced	in	response	to	amino	acid	starvation,	so	activity	of	these	chimeric	activators	was	186	

measured	90	min	after	addition	of	sulfometuronmethyl	(SM),	an	inhibitor	of	Ile	and	Val	187	

biosynthesis,	to	the	cell	growth	media	(27).		188	

	189	

Figure	1	shows	that,	when	fused	to	the	Gcn4	DBD,	all	these	ADs	function	to	activate	190	

transcription	at	ARG3	and	HIS4,	although	their	relative	activity	depends	on	the	specific	191	

promoter.	Met4,	Ino2,	Pdr1	and	Hap4	are	strong	ADs	at	both	promoters,	comparable	or	better	192	

than	wild	type	Gcn4.	The	two	Rtg3	ADs	have	different	relative	activity,	depending	on	the	193	

promoter,	with	the	C-terminal	AD	having	the	most	activity	at	HIS4.	Western	analysis	showed	194	

that	all	proteins	were	expressed	and	that	the	level	of	expression	did	not	correlate	with	AD	195	

function	(Fig	2A).	196	

	197	

TATA-containing	Gcn4-activated	genes	can	vary	somewhat	in	their	dependence	on	the	198	

Mediator	tail	module,	a	direct	binding	target	for	Gcn4.	For	example,	ARG3	shows	5-10-fold	199	

dependence	on	Med15,	a	Mediator	Tail	subunit,	while	HIS4	shows	~2-fold	dependence	(27).	We	200	
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measured	Mediator	tail	dependence	of	these	chimeric	activators	by	comparing	expression	in	201	

WT	vs	Dmed15.	As	previously	found	with	Gcn4,	all	chimeric	ADs	showed	the	strongest	Med15	202	

dependence	at	ARG3	and	somewhat	lower	dependence	at	HIS4	(Fig	1;	Fig	2B)	The	one	outlier	203	

among	these	ADs	is	the	Rtg3	N-terminal	AD	which	showed	no	Med15	dependence	at	HIS4.	204	

From	these	results,	we	conclude	that	nearly	all	of	these	ADs	function	similarly	to	Gcn4.	205	

	206	

Met4	contains	tandem	conserved	ADs	that	overlap	with	ubiquitin-binding	domains.	207	

Based	on	in	vivo	activity,	sequence	conservation,	and	previously	published	work,	we	focused	208	

further	characterization	on	the	Met4	and	Ino2	ADs.	Fig	3	shows	that	Met4	residues	65-170	is	209	

enriched	in	both	hydrophobic	and	acidic	residues	and	that	it	contains	tandem	22	residue	long	210	

sequence	blocks	that	are	conserved	among	closely	related	yeasts.	Both	of	these	conserved	211	

regions	are	predicted	to	have	propensity	for	alpha	helix	formation	(Fig	3).			212	

	213	

Yeast	Met4	is	a	bZIP	protein	that	activates	the	transcription	of	at	least	45	genes	involved	in	214	

sulfur	metabolism	(42,	43).	Met4	is	recruited	to	regulatory	regions	by	the	DNA	binding	proteins	215	

CBF1	and	the	related	factors	Met31/32,	while	cofactor	Met28	acts	to	stabilize	these	DNA-216	

bound	complexes	(44,	45).	Prior	analysis	of	Met4-LexA	fusions	showed	that	Met4	residues	79-217	

160	contains	transcription	activation	function	(35).	Met4	activator	function	is	known	to	be	218	

regulated	by	both	ubiquitylation	and	by	Ub	binding.	Met4	is	modified	by	a	relatively	short	poly	219	

Ub	chain	at	residue	K163	(46),	located	at	the	C-terminal	edge	of	the	second	conserved	220	

sequence	block.	Eliminating	ubiquitylation	by	the	mutation	K163R	activates	Met4	similarly	to	221	

growth	in	inducing	conditions	but	has	little	if	any	effect	on	protein	stability.	These	findings	222	

suggest	that	Met4-Ub	regulates	function	separately	from	proteolysis	(47,	48).	Met4	also	223	

contains	tandem	Ub-binding	domains	defined	by	mutations	Δ85-96	and	Δ135-155	(49).	224	

Inactivation	of	these	domains	leads	to	longer	Met4	poly	Ub	chains	and	decreased	protein	225	

stability,	showing	that	Ub	binding	protects	Met4	from	protein	degradation.	The	Ub-binding	226	

domains	are	contained	within	the	region	required	for	transcription	activation	and	it	has	not	227	

been	determined	whether	these	activities	are	overlapping	or	independent	functions.	228	

	229	
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A	series	of	deletions	was	constructed	in	the	Met4-Gcn4	fusion	to	identify	the	minimal	regions	230	

necessary	for	AD	function	at	ARG3,	HIS4	and	ILV6	(Fig	4).	As	with	the	other	chimeric	activators	231	

above,	protein	expression	levels	did	not	correlate	with	AD	function	(Fig	S1).	Consistent	with	232	

previous	observations,	Met4	residues	72-160	encode	85-92%	of	Met4	AD	function	(35).	Further	233	

deletions	demonstrated	that	Met4	contains	tandem	ADs,	with	the	functional	regions	centered	234	

on	the	two	conserved	sequence	blocks.	Met4	72-116	contains	34-62%	of	Met4	AD	function,	235	

depending	on	the	activated	gene.	Met4	126-160	contains	18-55%	of	Met4	AD	function,	again	236	

depending	on	the	target	gene.	Because	of	this	gene-specific	activation	function,	the	two	Met4	237	

ADs	synergize	at	ARG3	but	are	approximately	additive	in	activity	at	HIS4.	We	speculate	that	this	238	

may	be	due	to	different	coactivator	dependencies	at	these	genes.		239	

	240	

The	deletion	analysis	also	found	that	Met4	residues	161-168	repress	AD	function	40-50%.	Part	241	

of	this	region	is	conserved	and	contains	the	ubiquitinated	residue	K163	(47,	48).	Western	242	

analysis	is	consistent	with	modification	at	this	residue	as	this	fusion	protein	migrates	in	a	series	243	

of	slower	mobility	species	in	SDS	PAGE	(Fig	S1),	although	protein	levels	appear	unchanged	244	

compared	to	Met4	1-160-Gcn4.	All	derivatives	lacking	residues	161-168	show	no	apparent	245	

modification.	Mutation	of	K163	to	R	in	the	1-168-Gcn4	construct	eliminates	both	this	protein	246	

modification	and	repressive	function	(Fig	4;	Fig	S3).	Unexpectedly,	blocking	ubiquitination	led	247	

to	lower	levels	of	the	fusion	protein.	This	again	shows	that	there	is	little	or	no	correspondence	248	

between	protein	levels	and	activation	activity	in	this	system.		249	

	250	

We	next	examined	the	importance	of	conserved	and	acidic	residues	within	each	Met4	AD	for	251	

transcription	of	ARG3	and	HIS4	(Fig	5).	For	Met4	72-116,	alanine	substitution	at	three	blocks	of	252	

conserved	hydrophobic	residues	showed	at	least	a	2-fold	decrease	in	function	at	one	or	both	of	253	

the	Gcn4-activated	genes.	In	contrast,	mutation	of	two	conserved	acidic	residues	gave	no	more	254	

than	a	40%	decrease	in	function.	Therefore,	like	at	Gcn4,	the	hydrophobic	residues,	not	the	255	

acidic	residues	are	most	important	for	function.	A	similar	finding	was	observed	with	the	second	256	

AD,	Met4	131-160,	where	three	groups	of	hydrophobic	residues	are	important	for	function	257	

while	mutation	of	two	groups	of	acidic	residues	showed	no	major	decrease	in	activity.	258	
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	259	

As	described	above,	Met4	contains	tandem	Ub-binding	domains	that	overlap	the	two	260	

conserved	sequence	blocks	in	the	AD	region.	To	test	whether	Ub	binding	and	AD	function	are	261	

separable,	we	tested	three	mutations	that	are	known	to	inhibit	or	eliminate	Ub	binding	(Fig	5).	262	

Within	the	72-116	AD,	mutations	T86A	and	T86E,	are	both	known	to	eliminate	Ub	binding	(An	263	

Tyrrell,	Karin	Flick,	and	Peter	Kaiser,	personal	communication).	These	two	mutants	retained	at	264	

least	96%	wild	type	function	with	no	major	changes	in	protein	level	(Fig	S3).	Mutation	A145G	in	265	

the	context	of	residues	131-160,	a	mutation	known	to	limit	Ub	binding	(47),	also	caused	no	266	

decrease	in	AD	function	but	did	significantly	reduce	fusion	protein	levels	(Fig	S3).	Therefore,	we	267	

conclude	that	the	Ub	binding	function	of	Met4	is	not	required	for	activator	function,	although	268	

the	two	sequences	overlap.	269	

	270	

Ino2	contains	tandem	conserved	ADs	that	require	both	hydrophobic	and	acidic	residues	for	271	

function	272	

Next,	we	examined	residues	important	for	Ino2	AD	function	in	the	Gcn4	chimeras.	Ino2	and	273	

Ino4	are	bHLH	factors	required	for	transcriptional	regulation	of	yeast	structural	genes	involved	274	

in	phospholipid	biosynthesis.	Both	proteins	are	required	for	sequence-specific	DNA	binding	but	275	

only	Ino2	contains	transcription	activation	function	(36,	50).	Previous	analysis	showed	that,	276	

when	fused	to	the	Gal4	DBD,	Ino2	residues	1-35	and	98-135	have	activator	function	and	were	277	

termed	AD1	and	AD2	(51).	Mutagenesis	of	the	AD1	showed	that	both	hydrophobic	and	acidic	278	

residues	are	required	for	function.	AD2	overlaps	with	the	binding	site	for	the	repressor	Opi1	279	

(Ino2	residues	118-135),	that	targets	Ino2	to	repress	transcription	in	response	to	high	levels	of	280	

inositol	and	choline	(52).	Mutagenesis	of	AD2	suggested	that	residues	required	for	Opi1-281	

dependent	repression	and	AD2	function	only	partially	overlap.	282	

	283	

Like	Met4,	the	Ino2	AD	region	contains	two	blocks	of	conserved	sequence	enriched	for	284	

hydrophobic	and	acidic	residues	of	29	and	21	residues	that	overlap	with	Ino2	AD1	and	AD2	(Fig	285	

3B).	Both	of	these	conserved	regions	are	predicted	to	have	propensity	for	alpha	helix	286	

formation.	When	fused	to	the	Gcn4	DBD	and,	in	agreement	with	earlier	work,	we	found	that	287	
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each	of	the	two	Ino2	ADs	activate	ARG3	and	HIS4	(Fig	6).	In	our	system,	the	minimal	segments	288	

necessary	for	AD	function	are	Ino2	residues	1-41	and	96-160.	The	intervening	region	between	289	

these	two	regions	can	be	deleted	with	less	than	˜2-fold	decrease	in	function.	Unexpectedly,	we	290	

found	that	the	C-terminal	AD	contained	a	region	that	repressed	function.	Deletion	of	residues	291	

143-150	increased	activator	function	2-3-fold	depending	on	the	promoter	assayed	(Fig	6;	292	

orange	rectangle).	There	were	no	obvious	features	in	the	sequence	of	this	region	that	explain	293	

this	repressive	activity.	Although	the	Ino2	C-terminal	AD	is	reportedly	targeted	by	the	Opi1	294	

repressor	(52),	we	found	that	activity	of	neither	AD	was	repressed	by	the	addition	of	inositol	295	

and	choline	(not	shown).	This	is	consistent	with	a	report	that	chimeric	Ino2-LexA	constructs	296	

lacking	the	Ino2	DBD,	are	refractory	to	Opi1	repression	(53).	297	

	298	

To	explore	residues	important	for	function	of	the	Ino2	ADs	beyond	those	found	in	previous	299	

work,	we	mutagenized	the	individual	ADs	by	double	or	triple	substitution	of	Ala	for	300	

hydrophobic,	acidic	and	polar	residues.	Function	was	monitored	at	ARG3	and	HIS3	under	+SM	301	

inducing	conditions.	Residues	required	for	the	Ino2	N-terminal	AD	were	distributed	over	29	302	

amino	acids,	almost	all	of	which	were	in	the	conserved	sequence	block	(Fig	7).	We	found	that	5	303	

sets	of	hydrophobic	mutations	reduced	activity	˜50%	or	more	on	at	least	one	Gcn4-dependent	304	

gene.	In	addition,	a	triple	mutation	of	conserved	acidic	residues	was	as	detrimental	as	most	305	

mutations	of	hydrophobic	residues.	For	the	C-terminal	AD,	we	found	that	mutations	reducing	306	

function	were	located	within	a	40-residue	segment,	much	larger	than	the	conserved	sequence	307	

block	(Fig	7).	Ala	substitutions	that	reduced	function	by	at	least	60%	on	one	or	both	of	the	308	

Gcn4-dependent	genes	included	5	sets	of	hydrophobic	residues	and	one	triple	mutation	of	309	

three	conserved	acidic	residues.	Unique	to	this	AD,	we	found	that	mutation	of	conserved	310	

residues	S120,	T121	to	Ala	reduced	activity	by	at	least	4-fold.	Two	mutations	of	other	polar	311	

residues	did	not	affect	function.	In	summary,	residues	important	for	both	Ino2	ADs	are	312	

distributed	over	29-40	residues	and	include	both	hydrophobic,	and	acidic	side	chains.	313	

	314	

Met4	and	Ino2	bind	multiple	Med15	activator	binding	domains	315	
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To	explore	the	interactions	between	Med15	and	the	Ino2	and	Met4	tandem	ADs,	we	used	316	

purified	proteins	in	combination	with	isothermal	titration	calorimetry	(ITC)	and/or	fluorescence	317	

polarization	(FP)	to	measure	the	affinities	and	thermodynamic	properties	of	these	interactions	318	

(Figures	8-10;	summarized	in	Table	1).	Binding	between	the	ADs	and	the	individual	Med15	319	

activator	binding	domains	was	monitored	using	ITC.	We	were	not	able	to	use	ITC	to	monitor	320	

binding	to	the	longer	Med15	polypeptides	(KIX	+ABD1,2,3	and	ABD1,2,3)	so	FP	was	employed	321	

to	monitor	N-terminal	fluorescently-labeled	AD	peptides	binding	to	Med15.	For	comparison	of	322	

the	two	methods	we	used	FP	and	ITC	to	monitor	AD	binding	to	ABD3	and	the	results	were	323	

similar.	Met4	affinities	monitored	by	either	approach	were	within	20%	and	Ino2	affinities	were	324	

within	~3-fold.	For	the	discussion	below,	the	affinities	are	compared	using	the	ITC	values	where	325	

available.	326	

	327	

For	both	ADs,	we	were	unable	to	detect	binding	to	the	Med15	KIX	domain.	This	behavior	is	328	

identical	to	that	of	the	Gcn4	ADs	(27).	In	contrast,	both	ADs	bound	to	ABD1,	2,	and	3.	For	Met4,	329	

the	order	of	highest	to	lowest	binding	was	ABD3>ABD1>ABD2	with	affinities	ranging	from	1	to	330	

20	micromolar.	The	relative	order	of	Ino2	interactions	was	the	same,	but	all	of	the	individual	331	

interactions	were	weaker	compared	to	Met4,	ranging	from	8-34	micromolar.	Highest	affinity	332	

interactions	were	with	Med15	polypeptides	containing	all	ABDs:	KIX	+	ABD1,2,3	and	ABD1,2,3.	333	

For	both	activators,	constructs	containing	the	KIX	domain	had	the	highest	affinity	for	the	ADs	334	

even	though	binding	to	the	isolated	KIX	domain	was	undetectable	in	our	assays.	This	is	335	

consistent	with	results	found	for	Gcn4,	where	the	KIX	domains	seemed	as	functionally	336	

important	as	any	of	the	Med15	ABDs	(27)	and	where	KIX	+	ABD1,2,3	had	the	highest	affinity	for	337	

the	tandem	Gcn4	ADs	(20).	Combined,	our	results	show	that	Med15	polypeptides	with	multiple	338	

ABDs	have	much	higher	affinity	for	Met4	and	Ino2.	For	example,	Met4	binds	KIX	+	ABD1,2,3	339	

with	~7-fold	higher	affinity	compared	with	ABD3	(Kd	of	0.196	versus	1.36	micromolar)	and	Ino2	340	

binds	KIX	+	ABD1,2,3	with	36-fold	higher	affinity	compared	with	ABD3	(Kd	of	0.21	vs	7.8	341	

micromolar).	Finally,	despite	our	finding	that	the	Met4	had	higher	affinity	than	Ino2	for	the	342	

individual	Med15	ABDs,	the	affinity	of	Ino2	and	Met4	for	the	longer	Med15	polypeptides	was	343	

remarkably	similar	(Kd	~0.2	micromolar	for	KIX	+	ABD1,2,3	and	~0.3	micromolar	for	ABD1,2,3).		344	
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	345	

Our	previous	work	showed	different	thermodynamic	behavior	in	the	mechanism	of	Med15	346	

binding	to	the	two	Gcn4	ADs	(6).	For	example,	the	Gcn4	central	activation	domain	(cAD)	binding	347	

to	ABD1	is	exothermic	with	a	favorable	change	in	enthalpy	and	a	small	but	positive	entropy	348	

change.	In	contrast,	the	Gcn4	nAD	binding	to	the	individual	Med15	ABD1,	2,	and	3	domains	are	349	

endothermic,	with	unfavorable	changes	in	enthalpy	counteracted	by	large	positive	changes	in	350	

entropy.	Binding	of	Met4	and	Ino2	ADs	also	showed	surprising	and	varied	thermodynamic	351	

behavior	depending	on	the	combination	of	activator	and	Med15	ABD	(Figs	8,	10	and	Table	1).	352	

For	example,	binding	of	Gcn4	nAD,	Met4	AD	and	Ino2	AD	to	ABD3	is	consistently	endothermic.	353	

In	contrast,	binding	to	ABD1	and	ABD2	can	be	endo	or	exothermic	depending	on	the	activator.		354	

	355	

Crosslinking	reveals	heterogeneous	AD-ABD	interactions	within	the	Met4-Med15	complex	356	

The	individual	binding	measurements	above	showed	that	Met4	and	Ino2	interact	with	both	the	357	

individual	ABDs	and	longer	Med15	polypeptides	but	these	experiments	cannot	show	whether	358	

the	relative	affinity	or	ABD	specificity	changes	in	the	larger	complexes.	For	example,	these	359	

studies	show	that	the	KIX	domain	contributes	to	overall	affinity,	but	does	not	answer	whether	360	

there	is	a	direct	contact	between	the	AD	and	KIX.	To	examine	the	binding	mechanism	of	the	361	

Met4	tandem	ADs	with	the	full-length	Med15	activator-binding	regions,	we	used	the	crosslinker	362	

EDC,	which	crosslinks	acidic	side	chains	to	lysine	(Fig	11;	Table	S2).	EDC	is	a	zero-length	363	

crosslinker,	linking	only	closely	positioned	residues	and	leaving	no	linker	in	the	crosslinked	364	

product.	Analysis	of	the	crosslinked	products	by	mass	spectrometry	identified	crosslinks	365	

between	the	individual	Met4	ADs	and	Med15	KIX,	ABD1,	ABD2	and	ABD3.	All	of	the	366	

intermolecular	crosslinks	were	between	acidic	residues	in	Met4	and	lysine	residues	in	Med15.	367	

Surprisingly,	fewer	crosslinks	were	detected	with	ABD3,	which	individually	has	the	highest	368	

affinity	for	Met4	compared	to	the	other	ABDs.	Our	combined	results	show	that	Met4	makes	369	

direct	contacts	with	KIX	and	that	there	is	no	unique	protein	complex	formed	upon	binding	of	370	

Met4	to	Med15.	Rather,	our	results	are	consistent	with	the	tandem	ADs	rapidly	sampling	the	371	

Med15	ABDs	in	a	large	dynamic	fuzzy	complex	as	previously	proposed	(6).	372	

	373	
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Discussion	374	

Compared	with	most	protein-protein	interactions,	interactions	of	transcription	activators	with	375	

their	targets	are	unusual.	The	primary	sequence	of	ADs	is	not	obviously	conserved	among	376	

different	activators,	the	factors	are	intrinsically	disordered	and	they	interact	with	multiple	377	

distinct	targets	having	no	obvious	similarity.	However,	these	properties	undoubtedly	allow	378	

many	activators	to	function	through	a	variety	of	coactivators	and	to	modulate	transcription	at	379	

varied	promoters	with	different	coactivator	requirements.	Here,	we	have	focused	our	380	

investigations	on	characterizing	two	strong	yeast	activators,	Met4	and	Ino2,	to	identify	381	

common	and	distinct	features	of	yeast	ADs.	Examining	Met	4,	Ino2,	and	7	other	strong	yeast	382	

activation	domains,	we	found	that	all	but	one	has	similar	dependence	on	the	Mediator	Tail	383	

module	subunit	Med15	for	activation	of	two	TATA-containing	reporter	genes.		384	

	385	

Like	Gcn4,	both	Met4	and	Ino2	have	tandem	ADs	that	are	enriched	for	acidic	and	hydrophobic	386	

residues.	Tandem	ADs	may	be	another	feature	common	to	strong	activators	in	eukaryotes,	as	387	

mammalian	viral	and	human	activators	such	as	VP16	and	p53	also	have	tandem	ADs.	For	Met4	388	

and	Ino2,	these	individual	ADs	were	identified	both	functionally	and	as	blocks	of	moderately	389	

conserved	sequences	with	helical	propensity	imbedded	in	non-conserved	flanking	sequences.	390	

This,	along	with	previous	work	shows	that,	although	ADs	do	not	have	a	common	primary	391	

sequence	motif,	there	are	specific	sequence	requirements	that	constitute	a	functional	AD.	392	

	393	

Both	individual	ADs	of	Met4	are	of	intermediate	length:	the	conserved	sequence	blocks	are	22	394	

residues	long	for	both	and	mutagenesis	of	conserved	residues	shows	that	conserved	sequences	395	

of	13	and	15	residues	long	are	required	for	most	of	the	AD	function.	Mutagenesis	of	the	ADs	396	

found	that	only	hydrophobic	residues	were	critical	for	normal	function	–	identical	to	the	finding	397	

of	critical	hydrophobic	but	not	acidic	residues	in	the	Gcn4	ADs	(18,	19,	24).	The	individual	Ino2	398	

ADs	are	larger	than	Met4	ADs	with	29	and	21	residue	conserved	sequence	blocks.	Mutagenesis	399	

of	the	N-terminal	AD	found	that	a	stretch	of	29	residues	was	required	for	maximum	function	400	

that	almost	precisely	coincided	with	the	conserved	sequence	block.	However,	the	C-terminal	401	

AD	was	larger	with	functionally	important	amino	acids	distributed	over	a	span	of	40	residues.	402	
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We	also	found	that	both	Ino2	ADs	contained	functionally	important	hydrophobic	and	acidic	403	

residues.	The	acidic	residues	may	function	through	non-specific	electrostatic	interactions	with	404	

the	coactivator	targets	or	alternatively	may	make	direct	and	specific	contacts.	405	

	406	

Monitoring	the	binding	of	Ino2	and	Met4	to	Med15	showed	that	they	behaved	in	many	407	

respects	like	Gcn4.	All	bind	Med15	ABD1,	ABD2,	and	ABD3	with	micromolar	affinity	and	binding	408	

to	the	Med15	KIX	domain	is	undetectable	in	our	assays.	Binding	of	the	tandem	ADs	to	larger	409	

Med15	polypeptides	all	have	much	higher	affinity	compared	to	the	individual	ABDs	and	the	KIX	410	

domain	contributes	to	overall	affinity	under	these	conditions.	These	biochemical	findings	are	411	

consistent	with	our	earlier	study	that	showed	the	normal	in	vivo	response	to	Gcn4	activation	412	

requires	multiple	Med15	ABDs	and	the	KIX	domain.	It	seems	likely	that,	since	these	individual	413	

binding	interactions	are	weak,	multiple	binding	sites	are	required	to	increase	the	affinity	and	414	

specificity	into	a	biologically	meaningful	range	(54,	55).	415	

	416	

An	unexpected	observation	with	Gcn4,	Met4	and	Ino2	binding	to	Med15	is	that	interactions	417	

with	the	individual	ABDs	could	be	either	exo	or	endothermic.	The	endothermic	interactions	all	418	

have	large	unfavorable	changes	in	enthalpy	and	are	driven	by	large	positive	changes	in	entropy.	419	

This	behavior	is	opposite	from	that	expected	because	of	the	entropic	penalty	paid	upon	binding	420	

of	a	disordered	protein.	However,	it	has	been	proposed	that,	even	in	the	bound	state,	IDPs	can	421	

retain	conformational	entropy	due	to	“fuzzy”	protein	interfaces	and	conformational	flexibility	422	

of	the	protein	region	not	in	direct	contact	with	the	binding	partner	(56).	However,	these	423	

mechanisms	do	not	seem	to	fully	explain	the	large,	positive	entropy	changes	observed.	At	this	424	

time,	we	do	not	understand	the	mechanism	for	the	large	increase	in	entropy	upon	binding,	but	425	

it	seems	to	be	ABD	and	activator-specific	and	is	likely	to	at	least	partially	result	from	release	of	426	

solvent	during	binding.	As	an	example	of	thermodynamic	specificity,	binding	of	ABD3	to	Gcn4,	427	

Met4	and	Ino2	is	endothermic	while	the	thermodynamics	of	binding	to	ABD1	and	ABD2	is	428	

activator-specific.	Understanding	the	mechanism	of	endothermic	binding	will	be	important	for	429	

not	only	understanding	activator	mechanisms	and	specificity	but	more	generally	as	a	430	

mechanism	likely	used	for	molecular	recognition	by	other	disordered	proteins.	431	
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	432	

Finally,	the	Met4-Med15	crosslinking	experiments	allowed	us	to	probe	larger	and	more	433	

physiologically	relevant	complexes.	Upon	mixing	the	Met4	tandem	ADs	with	KIX	+	ABD1,2,3,	434	

crosslinking	revealed	that	the	individual	Met4	ADs	directly	interact	with	each	of	the	Med15	435	

structured	domains.	This	shows	that	there	is	no	unique	Met4-Med15	protein	complex	and	is	436	

consistent	with	the	model	that	multiple	Gcn4	ADs	rapidly	sample	individual	Med15	ABDs	in	a	437	

large	dynamic	fuzzy	complex	(20).	Since	this	crosslinking	behavior	is	identical	to	that	observed	438	

with	Gcn4,	and	because	Met4	and	Ino2	have	generally	similar	properties,	we	think	it	likely	that	439	

all	three	activators	function	by	similar	mechanisms.	In	the	future,	it	will	be	important	to	440	

understand	more	about	both	the	biochemical	properties	of	these	interactions,	and	how	often	441	

eukaryotic	activators	use	this	mode	of	protein-protein	interaction.	442	

443	
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Table	and	Figure	Legends	463	

	464	

Table	1.	Affinity	of	Met4	and	Ino2	ADs	binding	to	Med15	derivatives.		465	

(A)	Affinity	of	Met4-Med15	interactions.	ITC:	isothermal	titration	calorimetry;	FP:	fluorescence	466	

polarization.	For	ITC	measurements,	calculated	values	of DH	cal/mole	(enthalpy),	DS	467	

cal/mole/deg	(entropy)	and	N	(molar	ratio)	are	given.	NM	=	not	measurable;	N/A	not	468	

applicable.	Proteins	used	are	Met4:	72-160;	Med15	KIX:	6-90;	Med15	ABD1:	158-238;	Med15	469	

ABD2:	277-368;	Med15	ABD3:	484-651;	Med15	ABD1,2,3;	158-651	D239-272,	D373-483;	Med15	470	

KIX+ABD1,2,3:	1-651	D239-272,	D373-483.	471	

(B)	Affinity	of	Ino2-Med15	interactions.	Same	nomenclature	as	in	(A).	Proteins	used	are	Ino2:	1-472	

41-(GS)3-96-160;	Med15	KIX:	6-90;	Med15	ABD1:	158-238;	Med15	ABD2:	277-368;	Med15	473	

ABD3:	484-651;	Med15	ABD1,2,3;	158-651	D239-272,	D373-483;	Med15	KIX+ABD1,2,3:	1-651	474	

D239-272,	D373-483.	475	

	476	

Figure	1.	Activity	of	yeast	transcription	factor	AD	–	Gcn4	DBD	fusions	at	two	Gcn4	inducible	477	

genes.	Previously	defined	AD	regions	were	fused	to	Gcn4	residues	125-281	and	expressed	478	

under	control	of	the	Gcn4	gene	regulatory	region.	Gcn4	inducing	conditions	were	initiated	by	479	

addition	of	SM	for	90	min.	and	mRNA	levels	from	ARG3	and	HIS4	were	quantitated	by	RT	qPCR.	480	

Measurements	were	made	in	both	MED15	and	med15D	strains	as	indicated.	481	

	482	

Figure	2.	Expression	of	Gcn4	fusion	proteins	and	Med15-dependence.	(A)		Western	blot	of	483	

whole	cell	extracts	from	cells	used	in	Figure	1.	Western	was	probed	with	anti	Gcn4	and	anti	484	

Tfg2	(TFIIF	subunit)	as	indicated.	(B).	Mediator	tail	module	dependence	for	the	different	485	

activators	at	two	Gcn4-responsive	genes	measured	as	the	ratio	of	mRNA	levels	in	the	486	

med15D/MED15	strains.	Data	from	Figure	1.	487	

	488	

Figure	3.	Conservation	of	activation	domains	in	closely	related	yeasts.	(A)	Met4	and	(B)	Ino2	489	

sequences	aligned	by	Clustal	Omega	(57)	with	secondary	structure	predictions	from	Ali2D	(58).	490	

	491	
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Figure	4.	Met4	tandem	activation	domains.	Shown	are	the	Met4	derivatives	fused	to	Gcn4	and	492	

assayed	for	activation	of	ARG3,	HIS4	and	ILV6	as	in	Figure	1.	Protein	segments	are	shaded	493	

according	to	the	percent	activity	compared	with	1-160.	Red	dotted	lines	indicate	the	two	494	

conserved	sequence	blocks	from	Figure	3.	The	orange	block	indicates	a	repressive	element	and	495	

the	*	indicates	the	K163R	mutation	that	blocks	protein	ubiquitylation.	Red	brackets	indicate	the	496	

limits	of	the	individual	ADs	at	ARG3	and	the	percent	activity	at	ARG3	compared	to	Met4	1-160.	497	

	498	

Figure	5.	Hydrophobic	but	not	acidic	residues	are	important	for	Met4	AD	function.	(A)	and	(B)	499	

show	mutations	in	the	two	Met4	ADs	that	were	targeted	for	Alanine	substitution	and	the	500	

resulting	effects	on	induced	expression	from	ARG3	and	HIS4.	Residues	are	color	coded	by	501	

amino	acid	type.	Secondary	structure	predictions	and	sequence	conservation	is	from	Fig	3.	(C)	502	

Quantitation	of	Met4-Gcn4	fusion	protein	activity	measured	by	RT	qPCR.	Data	used	for	(A	and	503	

B).		504	

	505	

Figure	6.	Activity	of	the	Ino2	tandem	activation	domains.	(A)	Shown	are	the	Ino2	derivatives	506	

fused	to	Gcn4	and	assayed	for	activation	of	ARG3	and	HIS4	as	in	Figure	1.	Red	dotted	lines	507	

indicate	the	two	conserved	sequence	blocks	from	Figure	3.	The	orange	block	indicates	an	508	

inhibitory	element.	Red	brackets	indicate	the	limits	of	the	two	ADs	at	ARG3	and	the	percent	509	

activity	on	ARG3	compared	to	Ino2	1-160.	510	

	511	

Figure	7.	Hydrophobic,	acidic,	and	polar	residues	are	important	for	Ino2	AD	function.	(A)	and	(B)	512	

show	mutations	in	the	two	Ino2	ADs	that	were	targeted	for	Alanine	substitution	and	the	513	

resulting	effects	on	induced	expression	from	ARG3	and	HIS4.	Residues	are	color	coded	by	514	

amino	acid	type.	Secondary	structure	predictions	and	sequence	conservation	is	from	Fig	3.	(C)	515	

Quantitation	of	Ino2-Gcn4	fusion	protein	activity	measured	by	RT	qPCR.		516	

	517	

Figure	8.	Measurement	of	Met4-Med15	binding	by	Isothermal	titration	calorimetry.	ITC	was	518	

used	to	determine	the	affinity	and	thermodynamic	parameters	of	Met4	72-160	interactions	519	
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with	the	Med15	KIX	domain	(A),	Med15	ABD1	(B),	Med15	ABD2	(C),	and	Med15	ABD3	(D).	All	520	

assays	were	performed	and	curves	were	fit	as	described	in	Materials	and	Methods.	521	

	522	

Figure	9.	Measurement	of	activator-Med15	binding	by	Fluorescence	Polarization.	FP	was	used	523	

to	assay	binding	of	Oregon	Green-labeled	Met4	72-160	(A)	or	Ino2	1-41-(GS)3-96-160	(B)	to	524	

Med15	ABD3,	Med15	ABD123,	and	Med15	KIX+	ABD123.	All	assays	were	performed	in	525	

triplicate,	curves	were	fit	as	described	in	Materials	and	Methods.	526	

	527	

Figure	10.	Measurement	of	Ino2-Med15	binding.	ITC	was	used	to	determine	the	affinity	and	528	

thermodynamic	parameters	of	Ino2	1-41-(GS)3-96-160	interactions	with	the	Med15	KIX	domain	529	

(A),	Med15	ABD1	(B),	Med15	ABD2	(C),	and	Med15	ABD3	(D).	All	assays	were	performed	and	530	

curves	were	fit	as	described	in	Materials	and	Methods.	531	

	532	

Figure	11.	Met4	ADs	interacts	via	a	heterogeneous	complex	with	the	three	ABDs	of	Med15.	533	

Mass	spectrometry	crosslinking	experiments	show	crosslinks	are	formed	between	regions	534	

throughout	Met4	AD	and	each	of	the	Med15	ABD	regions	and	to	KIX.	Crosslinks	between	Met4	535	

72-160	and	Med15	KIX123	are	shown	in	the	context	of	Met4	1-160	and	Med15	1-651.	Deleted	536	

regions	are	indicated	by	the	grey	boxes.	Red	bars	indicate	lysine	residues.	Blue	bars	indicate	537	

aspartic	acid	and	glutamic	acid	residues.	Conserved	regions	of	the	Met4	AD	are	shaded	pink.	538	

Regions	of	Med15	containing	the	ABDs	are	colored	as	follows:	KIX	(aa	6-90),	yellow;	ABD1	(aa	539	

158-238),	orange;	ABD2	(aa	272-372),	green;	ABD3	(aa	484-651),	purple.		540	

	541	

	542	

	 	543	
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Supplementary	Tables	and	Figures	544	

	545	

Table	S1.	Strains	and	Plasmids	used	in	this	work.	546	

	547	

Table	S2.	Summary	of	EDC	crosslinks	within	the	Met4	72-160	-	Med15	KIX123	complex	548	

	549	

Figure	S1.	Protein	expression	of	Met4-Gcn4	derivatives.	Shown	are	Western	blots	analyzing	550	

whole	cell	extracts	of	cells	used	for	the	RT	qPCR	assays.	Blots	were	probed	with	anti	FLAG	or	551	

Tfg2	(TFIIF	subunit)	as	indicated.	552	

	553	

Figure	S2.	Protein	expression	of	Ino2-Gcn4	derivatives.	Shown	are	Western	blots	analyzing	554	

whole	cell	extracts	of	cells	used	for	the	RT	qPCR	assays.	Blots	were	probed	with	anti	FLAG.	555	

	556	

Figure	S3.	Protein	expression	of	Ino2	and	Met4-Gcn4	derivatives.	Shown	are	Western	blots	557	

analyzing	whole	cell	extracts	of	cells	used	for	the	RT	qPCR	assays.	Blots	were	probed	with	anti	558	

Gcn4	and	anti	Tfg2.	559	

	 	560	
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Table	1.	Affinity	of	Met4	and	Ino2	ADs	for	Med15	derivatives.		561	
	562	
(A)	Affinity	of	Met4-Med15	interactions.	563	
	

Med15	 Kd	(µM)	 DH	 DS	 N	 Method	
KIX	 NM	 N/A	 N/A	 N/A	 ITC	
ABD1	 5.9		±	0.5	 1780	±	26	 30	 0.85	 ITC	
ABD2	 20.4	±	3.4	 3789	±	335	 34.3	 0.80	 ITC	
ABD3	 1.36	±	0.1	 8920	±	46	 57	 1.01	 ITC	
ABD3	 1.11	±	0.23	 N/A	 N/A	 N/A	 FP	
ABD1,2,3	 0.283	±	0.027	 N/A	 N/A	 N/A	 FP	
KIX+ABD1,2,3	 0.196	±	0.015	 N/A	 N/A	 N/A	 FP	564	

	565	
	566	
(B)	Affinity	of	Ino2-Med15	interactions	567	
	

Med15	 Kd	(µM)	 DH	 DS	 N	 Method	
KIX	 NM	 N/A	 N/A	 N/A	 ITC	
ABD1	 25.3	±	3.4	 -4916	±	286	 4.4	 0.85	 ITC	
ABD2	 33.8	±	3.6	 -2440	±	73	 12.2	 1.48	 ITC	
ABD3	 7.75	±	0.9	 2250	±	61	 31	 0.66	 ITC	
ABD3	 2.33	±	0.4	 N/A	 N/A	 N/A	 FP	
ABD1,2,3	 0.314	±	0.051	 N/A	 N/A	 N/A	 FP	
KIX+ABD1,2,3	 0.213	±	0.019	 N/A	 N/A	 N/A	 FP	568	

	569	
	 	570	
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